When creating classical theatre, I feel it is of paramount
importance to understand first what the playwright is going
for, then find a parallel that make the piece speak to me and
to a contemporary audience. With The Seagull, I found the
best way to feel the pull of two generations trying to create
something new while everything seemed stagnant and was to
jump into the early 60’s.

Music became central to this rendition. Literally. The play
begins with Masha pulling one record after another off the
record-player and smashing it on the ground. The poor
servants of Sorin’s estate are forced to drag a huge music
cabinet across the lawn to entertain Arkadina. A few of the
servants play guitar to pass the time. Konstantin sulks in his
room to early Phil Oachs “ When I’m Gone” and puts on
the angry “Royal Albert Hall” concert of Dylan going electric
to mask the noise of the gunshot. Nothing didn’t happen
but someone was escaping into music. In our world, the
young people were all suburban would-be folkies and the
adults were an admixture of Sinatra and Mancini. The
cabinet record player was the center of the home and the
center of the culture wars. All music was diegetic and if you
listened close enough, commented upon the action without
overtaking the story.

Director’s Note from Program

This play is a comedy. According to Chekhov that’s what the thing is. According to every
person who has ever worked with Chekhov, however, that’s a topic for debate. For a play
that relies so heavily on character and situation, every production could go at this
differently, depending on whether or not they really want to adhere to something as trite as
“genre.” I think the concept of whether or not we laugh at the play was not Chekhov’s
meaning of “comedy.” He sought to create a production that depicted people as they really
were—petty or overzealous to the outsider, but in reality fragile and insecure. In other
words, like us.
As a student of Russian literature of Chekhov , I have been chomping at the bit to work on
this the piece that arguably began a new era in theatre. The Seagull is perhaps one of the
most celebrated of Chekhov’s plays because it deals so strongly with debates as to art. It is
almost metatheatrical in its statements on what “theatre” is supposed to be. And, like
Chekhov does, he paints his artists in way that are less than flattering at times. While
historians and theatre theorists could give a list of the milieu in which he was writing( and
it was indeed particularly rich) I couldn’t help think that the baggage it has accumulated in
120 years has obscured the play’s most basic need: to present the characters as people we
recognize.
I have set this play in an era we recognize as the birth of our modern American epoch,
though I disavow it as being a museum piece of Mid-Century Americana. I know some of
my audience will have lived through the early 60s and I know those that hadn’t been born
yet certainly still feel the ripples. Here is where our worlds and Chekhov’s meet: the
broadening of the generation gap, the fierce debate over new forms of expression, the
unprecedented social and political upheaval waiting around the corner… but has not hit
yet. For Russia, the changing times were personified in Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons
(describing what was known as the 40s generation and the 60s generation, coincidentally);
for Americans it was found in the early LPs of people like Bob Dylan.
Laugh or cry, that’s some version of your life up there on stage. That’s how Chekhov
would prefer you to see it.
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